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B00004SVUS GAMES NES Solstice Puzzle / Platformer 1990 CSG Imagesoft N/A

"From Out of the Darkness... Shall Arise a Challenge To Your Wisdom" Join Shadax's quest as he 
searches through the deadly fortress of Kastlerock for the six pieces of the magical Staff of 
Demnos, in a brave attempt to save Princess Eleanor from the evil magician Morbius! Over 250 
challenging rooms to explore. Brilliant 3-D graphics, music and sound effects. Powerful potions 
and magical keys. Fearless evil characters to defeat. Non-violent fun for the entire family!

$4 Used NES-GAM-0001.jpg

B00002ST7F GAMES GEN Sonic the Hedgehog 2 Platformer 1992 Sega E

SUPER SPEED! Sonic's back and better than ever. He's a blur in blue! A blaze or action! With his 
new Super Spin Dash. And a new fabulous friend 'Tails' the Fox. You won't believe it 'til you see it. 
And when you play you won't stop. SUPER PLAY! Defy gravity in hair raising loop-de-loops. Grab 
Power Sneakers and race like lightning through the mazes. Dash in a dizzying whirl scroll 
corkscrew speedway. Bounce like a pinball through the bumpers and springs of the amazing 
Zones. All at break neck speed! SUPER POWER! Sonic's attitude is can do. The mad scientist Dr. 
Robotnik is planning a world takeover. Sonic gets tough in the fight to save his friends and 
squash Robotnik for good!

$12.50 Used GEN-GAM-0001.jpg

000005857929 GAMES NES Super Mario Bros. / Duck Hunt Platformer 1988 Nintendo N/A Super Mario Bros. / Duck Hunt is a Compilation game, developed and published by Nintendo, 
which was released in 1988. $6 Used NES-GAM-0002.jpg

B00001X50M GAMES PS1 Metal Gear Solid Action 1998 Konami M

You are Solid Snake, a superspy who's half James Bond, half Snake Plissken, and you are mean. 
Your mission isn't terribly new (infiltrate a terrorist base and blow everything up), but the 
gameplay is: your numerous enemies are watching for you, and you are encouraged to sneak 
rather than simply charge in. Every level brings new challenges. You fight snipers, invisible 
ninjas, psychic warriors, and even an M-1 tank! As the father of the modern spy game genre, this 
game is an instant classic.

$20 Used PS1-GAM-0001.JPG

B00002STUI GAMES SAT Nights into Dreams Action 1996 Sega E
Immerse yourself in an unparalleled 3D flying experience. NiGHTS truly delivers an amazing 
virtual world of dreams -- filled with unbelievable real-time effects, fantastic creatures and 
nightmarish monsters.

$25 Used SAT-GAM-0001.JPG

B00002STV2 ACCESSORIES SAT 3D Control Pad N/A 1996 Sega N/A

Precision-engineered to intensify the 3D-Gaming experience, the Sega Saturn 3D Control Pad 
delivers the ultimate in smooth and dynamic control.
A revolutionary analog thumb pad reacts to your every impulse and brings you the new standard 
in game control. Specifically engineered to intensify the NiGHTS gaming experience. Ergonomic 
design provides optimum control. Pulse-sensitive analog thumb pad enables precise movements 
at breathtaking speeds.
Additional standard directional pad allows compatibility with most Saturn games.

$20 Used SAT-ACC-0001.JPG

B00002DHEV SYSTEMS N64 Nintendo 64 N/A 1996 Nintendo N/A

Released in 1996, the Nintendo 64 was the first system with 64-bit graphics and built-in four player 
gaming potential. Masterpieces such as Super Mario 64 and Super Smash Bros helped sell over 32 
million N64 systems worldwide.
Nintendo 64 (N64) System Basic Package includes (complete set):
 • N64 System
 • 1 Original Controller (Color may vary)
 • AC Adapter
 • AV Cable or RF Switch

$25 Used N64-SYS-0001.JPG

B0009UYZ84 SYSTEMS SCD Sega CD N/A 1992 Sega N/A
SEGA CD Add-On System Basic Package include (complete set):
 • SEGA CD Add-On System
 • AC Adapter

$50 Used SCD-SYS-0001.JPG

B000K6TOK6 SYSTEMS PS1 Playstation N/A 1995 Sony N/A
Sony PlayStation - game console Features Expansion Slots Total: 1 memory Processor: 1 x LSI 
R3000 33 MHz Connections 1 x composite video output (RCA phono), 1 x audio line-out (RCA 
phono x 2), 2 x game controller, 1 x parallel, 1 x serial

$25 Used PS1-SYS-0001.JPG

B00000K2R4 SYSTEMS DC Dreamcast N/A 1999 Sega N/A

The last video game console developed by Sega, it was released in Japan on November 27, 1998, 
in the United Sega Dreamcast (DC) System Basic Package include (complete set):
 • Dreamcast System
 • 1 Original Controller
 • AC Adapter
 • AV Cable or RF Switch
 • Built-in 56K Modem

$40 Used DC-SYS-0001.JPG

B000035Y6D SYSTEMS SNES Super Nintendo N/A 1991 Nintendo N/A

The Super Nintendo Entertainment System raised the bar for video game designers around the 
globe when it was released in 1991. Featuring true stereo sound, multiple scrolling backgrounds 
and almost twice the internal memory as its competition, the SNES was home to the best games of 
its day. Backed by an all-star lineup of games like The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past, Donkey 
Kong Country and Super Metroid, the Super NES sold more than 20 million systems in the U.S. 
and 49 million systems worldwide.

$20 Used SNES-SYS-0001.JPG

B000035Y6N GAMES SNES Chrono Trigger RPG 1995 Squaresoft E10

t's been four hundred years since the kingdom of Guardia's great victory against the Mystics 
armies and celebrations are under away. Unbeknownst to the populace, a dark terror is slowly 
awakening deep inside the planet's core, a monster of gigantic proportions that will destroy 
everything. A small accident triggers a race through time to stop this unknown evil, drawing in 
heroes from the past, present and future to fight together for the planets survival. Only the art of 
magic can help them defeat the beast, but magic hasn't existed in thousands of years... Your 
mission in the world of Chrono Trigger is to travel back and forth through time to change the 
course of history, and stop LAVOS from succeeding in his dark plan. On your journey, you will 
battle monsters and meet many helpful people in both the past and the future. Some will become 
your faithful and powerful companions, while others will give you clues by telling you stories. Pay 
attention to what they say, and good luck in your adventure.

$50 Used SNES-GAM-0001.JPG

B000R08L7M SYSTEMS GB Game Boy N/A 1989 Nintendo N/A The original Game Boy system is the Nintendo system that started portable gaming. The Game 
Boy can play all classic Gameboy games, but not Gameboy Color or Gameboy Advance games. $20 Used GB-SYS-0001.JPG

B000FT61OU GAMES SAT Panzer Dragoon Saga Action / RPG 1998 Sega T

A world that prospered thousands of years ago is now on the course of extinction. The people live 
in fear of the monster their ancestors left behind, created by biotechnology. Edge, a young 
mercenary, is rescued by a Dragon, and becomes caught up in the world's future. The 
staggeringly popular and epic PANZER DRAGOON series concludes famously with a four-CD 
adventure for the ages. Blending time-tested PANZER action with some of the most impressive 
graphics and gameplay the Saturn has ever seen; this installment is packed with mysteries and 
puzzles. Hop on board your morphing dragon and get ready to travel through some the most 
darkly beautiful terrain ever. You'll encounter some pretty interesting characters, some friends, 
some foes, as you try to solve an age-old mystery. One of the most in-depth role-playing games 
ever created, PANZER DRAGOON SAGA is a detailed masterpiece for gamers of all skill levels.

$100 Used SAT-GAM-0002.JPG

B00000IYEQ GAMES GB Pokemon Red Version RPG 1998 Nintendo E

It's the game that started a revolution, but it's not just the fad that convinced gamers to "catch 'em 
all." This deceptively simple and child-friendly roleplaying game design is a far deeper game 
design than it looks. Pokemon features way more strategy and gameplay than it leads on, offering 
gamers almost infinite gaming possibilities even after the main adventure ends. Pocket Monsters 
Red was released in Japan in 1996 by mail-order only (the two launch titles were Green and Blue). 
The franchise arrived in the west in 1998 as Pokemon Blue and Red (Roald Dahl holds the 
copyright for "Pocket Monsters" in the west, so the title was changed to the Japanese colloquial 
name). The games could be linked up with each other and with the N64's Pokemon Stadium titles 
for creature trading.

$18 Used GB-GAM-0001.JPG

B00002SVFQ GAMES SNES F-Zero Racing 1991 Nintendo E

F-Zero is a futuristic racing game where pilots race on circuits inside plasma-powered hovercars 
in an intergalactic Grand Prix at speeds that can exceed 400 km/h. The objective of the game is to 
beat opponents to the finish line while avoiding hazards such as land mines, slip zones and 
magnets that pull the vehicle to certain sides of the track in an effort to make the player damage 
their vehicle or fall completely off the track.

$7 Used SNES-GAM-0002.JPG

B000PQ2FE8 GAMES SCD Snatcher Adventure 1994 Konami N/A

A.D. 2047. Neo Kobe City, Japan, a place of madness and decadence... A mysterious Bio-roid life 
form has appeared. Its true nature and purpose are unknown. Is it some country's secret weapon, 
or an alien from another world? They slay their victims and take their place, earning them the 
nickname "SNATCHERS." A new police division - J.U.N.K.E.R.s - has been formed. They are 
trained specifically to combat the SNATCHERS. The fate of mankind hangs in the balance. The war 
between the SNATCHERS and J.U.N.K.E.R.s has begun!

$70 Used SCD-GAM-0001.JPG

B00002STKS GAMES PS1 Bushido Blade Fighting 1997 Squaresoft T

"Bushido" is the soul of Japan - an ancient honor code deeply followed by samurai warriors for 
centuries.
Plunge into real world battles across vast 3D environments that you can run, slice and tear 
through.
Sword matches become unbelievably real where one critical blow is the mean difference between 
death and victory. For 1-2 Players.

$8 Used PS1-GAM-0002.JPG

B00004SVXA ACCESSORIES NES NES Advantage N/A 1987 Nintendo N/A

Bring the professional feel of a real arcade joystick out of the arcades and into your living room. 
With the NES Advantage the action never stops. Just a touch of a button and you’ll have 
adjustable, repeat firing power at your fingertips. And when the action gets too fast, you can slow 
it down with the exclusive slow motion control that allows you time to plan your next movie. Play 
alone or flip the switch to two players, so you and a friend can get the NES Advantage on most 
games. The NES Advantage is for use with the Nintendo Entertainment System.

$15 Used NES-ACC-0001.jpg

B00000K125 GAMES DC Soul Calibur Fighting 1999 Namco T

The Sega Dreamcast port of Soul Calibur is often cited as the greatest fighting game of all time, 
and even one of the greatest games across all genres receiving perfect 10 scores from GameSpot 
and IGN, and also a perfect 40/40 (second of only six games) by Japanese gaming magazine 
Famitsu. Soul Calibur won the 1999 E3 Game Critics Awards for Best Fighting Game. For 1-2 
Players.

$10 Used DC-GAM-0001.JPG

B00004S99N GAMES DC Space Channel 5 Rhythm 2000 Sega T

Space Channel 5 for Sega Dreamcast is a dance trance rhythm game for Dreamcast. When the 
Morolians invade, ace reporter Ulala scoops the story for Space Channel 5. Ulala meets her match 
when the hip-hopping aliens zap citizens into a hypnotic dance trance. The challenge begins, she 
much battle by busting her grooviest moves to free the captives. This title has real-time rendered 
dancers and soundtracks featuring a range of artists. There are 78 unique characters, complete 
with their own bios and galactic moves.

$20 Used DC-GAM-0002.JPG

B00002DHER ACCESSORIES PS1 Dual Shock Controller N/A 1998 Sony N/A
The Dual Shock Analog Controller makes the controller vibrate at intense moments during game 
playing. It also allows you to have more control with the two Analog style control buttons. Only for 
Playstation 1. Color may vary

$10 Used PS1-ACC-0001.JPG

013388250103 GAMES GEN Streets of Rage Fighting 1991 Sega E10

Axel, Adam and Blaze - ex-cops, the solution to punk pollution. The city's a war zone, and they're 
going out two at a time to give the gangs a kick in the guts. This is the ultimate in street combat. 
These city fighters are martial arts maniacs with a battery of 40 individually controllable attacks - 
including jabs, head butts, and overhead kicks. They're up against a mob of Kung-Fu creeps and 
axe-hurling fiends. On the streets it's only two of them against hordes of attacking scum. Slam 
into pipe-wielding weirdos and bash 'em with their own metal. Throw an uppercut or an elbow 
smash - these goons keep comin'!

$6 Used GEN-GAM-0002.jpg

B00005J53A ACCESSORIES GB Link Cable N/A 1989 Nintendo N/A Game Boy Universal Game Link Cable by Nintendo lets you connect your Game Boy Pocket to 
another Game Boy Pocket or to the original Game Boy and play 2-player linked games. $5.50 Used GB-ACC-0001.JPG

013388250103 GAMES DC Marvel vs. Capcom 2 Fighting 2000 Capcom T

It's a collision of the worlds two most powerful fighting universes. Marvel vs. Capcom 2 is an 
insane tag-team fighting game with an unprecedented 56 playable characters, three-on-three tag-
team battles, tight controls, and hyperfast animation. Pick a fight between your favorite legendary 
Capcom characters and superheroes from the Marvel universe and watch the super combos fly.

$49.95 Used DC-GAM-0003.JPG

http://www.estarland.com/product16907.html
http://www.estarland.com/product16907.html

